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Abstract-h this paper, we are concerned with the numerical approximation of the solutions to 
a stationary Navier-Stokeslike system of equations introduced in [l]. Unlike previous studies, the 
discrete trilinear form appearing in the variational formulation does not verify the usual cancell& 
tion property bh(uh,vh,vh) = 0. Existence of solutions for the approximate equation and general 
convergence theorems are demonstrated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite difference schemes based on centered second-order approximations are a convenient tool 
to compute discrete solutions to PDEs with enough accuracy. In this work, we are interested in 
such schemes, applied to the following system of equations introduced by Temam in [l]: 
-YAU + (u.V)u + ;(V.u)u = f, in 52, (I) 
u = 0, on SR, (2) 
in which v is a strictly positive (small) number and 52 is a domain in R2. 
More precisely, we want to prove existence of discrete solutions (which is not straightforward) 
and study the error between the discrete and exact solutions of (l),(2). Nevertheless, as we will 
see later, due to the failure of the cancellation property for the discretized system, one cannot 
use standard results [2]. The purpose of this article is then to extend previous works and justify 
numerous computational tests a posteriori. 
2. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, FIRST RESULTS, 
AND DISCRETE INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we give definitions and set some preliminary results. All detailed proofs can be 
found in [3]. Let JE = (hl, h2) be a vector where hi is the mesh size in the xi direction. Let & be 
the set of points I(N~, , Nk2) of R2 corresponding to the mesh size h which approximates Q. We 
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use the following finite differences operators: 
i+&(x) = 2L(z + hi) - u(z) 
hi ’ 
VhiU(Z) = 
u(a: + hi) - ~(a: - hi) 
2hi , 
Ah+(z) = 
-2u(z) + u(z - hi) + u(z + hi) 
h; 3 (5) 
Ah’u(z) = (AM f Am) u(cc). (6) 
We denote by V~U(S), the vector of components (V~~U(IC))~=~,Z and by M = (zi,~), a point 
of Rh. Throughout this paper, we choose a classical external approximation Vh [4], of the 
space V = IhI;, by step functions 
Uh(X) = c %(M)whM(z), 
ME tl:, 
Uh(M) E R2 x R2. (7) 
Here, W~M is the characteristic function of the block ah(M) = flf=i(zi, Q -t hi) and Ax is a 
suitable subset of R (see, e.g., [2,4]). Thanks to the discrete Poincark inequality [4], the space Vh 
equipped with the scalar product 
((“h>vh))h = 2s i&&&)~h~Vh(~) dx 
i=l S-I 
is a Hilbert space and, furthermore, 
IUhl I C(qIvhiuhl, 
In order to develop the discrete 
for each h, 
vuh E vh, with C(G) independent of h. (9) 
variational formulation of the problem (l),(2), we also define, 
??ph, the prolongation operator, a continuous mapping from Vh into F = [IL2(0)13, 
?? Th, the restriction operator, a mapping from V (or in our case from V, a dense subspace 
Of V) into Vh. 
DEFINITION 1. Let W be the isomorphism from V into F, such that 
UHiJu=(u,Dlu,&U). (10) 
We define the prolongation operator ph as being the discrete analogue of W: 
Phuh = (uh, vhluh, Vh2Uh). (11) 
As a consequence of 12, Chapter I, Proposition 3.11, we need only to define the restriction opera- 
tor rh on D(n); then, Th is defined by 
(rhu) (M) = u(M), VM E fi;, vu E D(Q). 
With our definitions, it is easy to verify the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Vuc D(R), whenh-+O, 
phrhu ---) SU, 
PhUh + =‘, 
in the strong topology of F, 
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Moreover, ifphuh converges weakly to Gu, with u in V, and if lluhllh is bounded independently 
of h, then 
Uh + u, strongly in lL2(Q). (15) 
By the compactness argument (see [2, Theorem 2.2]), one can prove (15). Now, following 
[2, Definition 3.61, we easily verify that the space Vh, equipped with the scalar product (8), 
defines an external stable convergent approximation of WA. 
We denote by I(P) the variational formulation of (l),(2). The next definition specifies the 
discrete variational formulation of (Ph). 
DEFINITION 2. (LXscrete variational formulation.) The discrete variational formulation of (l),(2) 
is defined by 
ah(Uh,Vh)+bh(Uh,Uh,vh)=(fh,vh), vvh E vh, (16) 
in which the bilinear continuous form ah (. , .) is given by 
ah (Uh,vh) = I,’ ((“h, vh))h ) (17) 
and the trilinear form bh( ., ., .) is given by 
and 
bh (uh,vh,wh) = 2 
s 
2 
Uh,vhivhjwhj dx + f C 
s 
VhiuhzVhjwhj dx 
i,j=l ’ i,j=l R 
h(M) = j& / o(M) f(x) dx. 
(18) 
(1% 
Let us present some inequalities which will be used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. Let ujL and vh be two elements of Vh. we have the foJJowing: 
and 
IVhUhl < Cbhllhr with C independent of h, cw 
- (Ahuh, v/d = ((uh, Vh))h, (21) 
c 
I-Ah%I 5 -bhllh, h (22) 
(23) 
The proof of (23) follows from [5] in which Chen and Temam have proved a similar inequality 
(see also [6]). 
LEMMA 3. The trilinear form bh verifies the following inequality: 
Ibh (UhrUh,Uh)l i h2 Ivhuhl x IAhuhl x bhllp 1 vuh E vh. (24) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. (Existence of solutions.) Let Rh be a set of points of JR2 which approximates Sz, 
Jet Vh be an external approximation of V of type (7), fh given in vh. For h fixed, sufficiently 
small, the problem: find uh E Vh, such that 
ah (uh,vh) +bh (Uh,UhrVh) = (fhrvh) 3 vvh E vh, (25) 
has at least one solution. 
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PROOF. The proof is based on the following version of the Brouwer fixed point theorem. 
LEMMA 4. (Brouwer.) Let F: Rm -+ Rm be a continuous mapping such that FJ.J > 0 for 
11~11 = t2so for some so > 0. Then, there exists to, ll&,ll I SO, such that F& = 0. 
We define the operator P from vh into vh by 
((p (‘.%) 7 vh))h = ah UhrVh)+bh(UhrUhrVh)-(fhrvh), ( k+uh,vh E vh. (26) 
The operator P is continuous and to apply Lemma 4, we need to verify that ((P(Uh), uh))h 1 0. 
First, we have 
(fh,vh) 5 Cllfl hllh + (27) 
By Definition 2 and (27), we obtain 
((p(uh) ,Uh))h 1 +&ll; -Cllfl lb%llh + bh(Uh,Uh,Uh). (28) 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, the form bh verifies 
Using (29), 
To simplify 
Ibh (Uhr Uhr uh)l 5 C2hlloghi”2bhll;* (2% 
(28) b ecomes 
((P(uh) ,Uh))h 2 llUhl[h [,IIuhiih - ‘%lfl -C2hlloghl”211uhll~] ’ 
the last inequality, we will use the following notations: 
(30) 
Q: = Cllfl, E = C&l log hll’2, s = llUhllh * (31) 
We now search s (independent of h) such that g(s) = -+s2 + us - a > 0. If the mesh size h is so 
small that hl log hl l/2 < v2/41flC1C2, then the two roots of g(s) = 0 are 
s, = V 5 V (1 - 4 (c+“))“” 
2 2E 
Since si are positive, g(s) > 0 for all s E]s~,s~[. For E(h) small, we see that s1 = a/v + O(E) 
and s2 = V/E + O(1). Finally, we can choose the mesh size h so that SO = (2a)/v < V/E is 
independent of h and SO E]s~,s~[. Now, with lluhllh < SO, Lemma 4 guarantees the existence of 
at least one solution Uh, such that P(uh) = 0, which is exactly (25). 
THEOREM 2. (Discrete error between u and Uh.) If Uh is some solution of (25), then there exists 
a subsequence h’ and a solution u of(P), such that 
ll”h ’ - rh’Ul/h’ -+ 0, h’ + 0. (32) 
If the solution u of (P) is unique, i.e., if the viscosity is sufficiently large, each convergent 
subsequence of phuh converges to the same solution. Then, the whole family phUh converges 
to BU in F weakly and Theorem 2 is valid for the whole sequence h. 
THEOREM 3. (Error between u and Uh.) Let u be a solution of(P). Each solution Uh of (Ph) 
verifies 
llphjuht -gull, + 0, h’ + 0. (33) 
PROOF. To simplify the notations, we denote by h the subsequence h’. We know that 
lIPhUh - =& 5 bhuh - PhrhUllp + bhrhu - =lIl~. (34 
Moreover, 
but, by Theorem 2, 
bhuh - PhrhUllF 5 llbhIII x bh - %ullh 7 (35) 
lluh - ThUllh + 0, ash-+O, (36) 
since ph is a stable operator, the whole right-hand side of (35) converges to zero. By Lemma 1, 
we also know that 
/lPhrhU - =& --+ 0, as h + 0. (37) 
Then, we have proved that the right-hand side of (34) converges to zero. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS 
This work is a first step in the study of a particular class of finite difference schemes. We shall 
consider, in a future work, the case of the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, with 
internal approximations of the variational spaces. The study of unsteady equations is also in 
preparation. 
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